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IMPROVING JET REACTOR CONFIGURATION FOR PRODUCTION OF CARBON

NANOTUBES

ALEX POVITSKY"

Abstract. Tile ,jet mixing reactor has been proposed for the industrial production of flfllerene carbon

nanotubes. Here we study the flowfield of this reactor using the SIMPLER algorithm. Hot perit)heral jets are

used to enhance heating of the central jet by mixing with the ambiance of reactor. Numerous configurations

of peripheral .jets with various number of jets, distance between nozzles, angles between the central jet and

a l)eripheral jet, and twisted configuration of nozzles are considered. Unlike the previous studies of jet

mixing, the optimal configuration of peripheral .jets produces strong non-mfifornfity of the central jet in a

cross-section. The geometrical shape of reactor is designed to obtain a uniform temt)erature of a catalyst.
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Subject classification. Fluid Mechanics

1. Introduction. The C60 molecules combined in nanotubes have unusual and very useful electronic

and inechanical properties [7], [9]. However, the mass production of nanotubes still presents a challenge.

This report describes the CFD mo(teling and ()ptimizati(m of a jet mixing reactor for such a production. The

single-walled carbon nanot ubes may be t)rodnced from CO with the help of a catalyst. Catalyst l)articles

get into the reaction chaml)er via the central CO jet. The particles umst be heated from 2()0C (central

jet temi)erature ) to temi)eratures close to 1000C (reactor temperature) as rat)idly as possible, since slowly

heated catalytic particles quickly loose their catalytic ability.

The mixing reactor studied here consists of an arrangement of jets designed to heat-up catalytic particles

carried by a turbulent CO jet issuing from a round nozzle. This jet entrains tile hot gas within tile reactor

cavity and heats the jet inaterial. However, this heating is considered too slow to produce a significant amount

of carbon nanotubes. To increase mixing, hot turbulent jets issuing fl'om several nozzles surrounding the

central nozzle are used. These jets are inclined to the central .let to fllrther increase the mixing rate. The

temt)erature of the hot j(_ts is equal to the average reactor temt)erature.

Tile distance between the central and the t)eripheral nozzles, the number of peripheral jets, and the

angle between tile central jet an(t a t)erit)heral jet are taken as ot)timization l)arameters. Figure 1 shows a

tyt)ieal jet interaction geometry.

The l)ehavior of a single jet in a static ambiance, tile influence of the density difference between the jet

and surr(mnding gas, the effects of co-flowing round jets, jet rotation, and the deveh)tunent of jets in a cross-

flow stream have been extensively studied [1], [2] an(t results are summarized as empirical fornmlas, confirmed

by experiments and comt)utations. However, the three-dimensional mixing of jets at high intersection angle

o includes mutual dependence of the above factors. Therefore, a detailed CFD investigation an(t discussion

of the physics of interacting jets is needed for tile ot)timization of tile reactor.

Holdeman et al. [4] studied Inixing of a set of side jets with a flow in a cylindrical duct and obtained

the oi)timal number of jets for a given jet-to-mainstream inomentum flux ratio (or mass flux ratio). In this
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work, they consider a confined and uniform central flow in a duct, whereas in our reactor a (:old central jet

is injected into a hot ambient gas. In the current study, the size of the reactor cross-section is larger than

that of the central nozzle, therefore, tile central jet is more similar to a free jet than to a duct flow. Thus,

a perit)heral jet should not l)e mixed with the reactor hot gas. Instead, the l)eripheral jet must reach the

central jet keeping its axial velocity as large as possible and then cause the rapid mixing of the central jet

with tile ambiance. To achieve this goal, the strongest possible peripheral jets are used. If the total mass

flux of peripheral jets is fixed, we show that tile minimum number of peripheral jets ensures fast mixing of

the central jet with tile reactor gas. Our (:alculations show that two peripheral jets in the (x, z) plane cause

the central jet to sprea(t out in the (y, z) plane leading to the fast heating of the cohl central jet by mixing

with hot reactor gas.

To fllrther increase the mixing of the central jet, the peripheral jet nozzles were drilled off the z axis to

cause rotation of the central jet. Aerodynamic twisting has heen exploited in energy technology [6] to increase

turbulent transport. However when heating is to take place at short axial distances, a nozzle arrangement

with non-zero total angular momentum of peripheral jets is more advantageous to the hasic configuration

due to the diagonal elongation of the central jet cross-section than due to its rotation.

For cases where _ is greater than 9(t °, the nozzles are installed on the side walls of tim reactor.

The requirements of higher (_, short distance between a peripheral jet nozzle and its intersection with

the central jet, and have enough space in a cross-section to spread the central jet lead to optimization of

reactor shape in this study. In our future work, we shall consider such an optimization for non-Cartesian

geometry of reactor.

The paper is organize(t as fifllows. In Section 2, we conduct a study for the oI)timal angle el, based on

empirical expressions for jets in cross-flow. This is considered as a preliminary estimation before the CFD

amtlysis. In Section 3, w(' present a CFD framework for our nmnerical analysis. In Section 4, we study

the jets' interaction numerically in order to define tile optinml values of afore-mentioned t)aranleters of the

jet reactor. In Section 5, we explore a jet arrangement with non-zero total angular momentum leading to

aerodynamic twisting of the central flow, and the counter-flow jets' arrangement where the nozzles are drilled

through the side walls.

2. Simplified model of mixing of jets. Downstream of tile nozzles, the injected coht and hot jets are

assumed to develop as free jets until they intersect. We assume that these jets intersect at a single point at

the centerline. After the interse(:tion, the ('entral jet axis remains straight due to the symmetric arrangement

of the peripheral jets, whereas each of the hot jets is deflected from its original direction by the (:ross flow of

the central jet.

The goal is to ensure fast heating of a central cold jet by peripheral jets. The external part of the central

jet has been heated I)y mixing with the hot ambiance before tile intersection with peripheral jets. Tile

llrolllem is to heat up the area of tile central jet near tile centerline. Therefore, we consider a penetration

length (i.e., axial distance t)etween beginning of the jet interaction and the intersection point of jets' axis) as a

reas(lnable indicator of fast heating. We investigate tile penetration length as fimction of the jet intersection

angle (_.

For a round turbulent jet, the centerline velocity distribution is given t)y [1]

7"(i
(11 _1,,_= 10.7 _L0--, if .r > .rs

2: -_- 2:0

and the distril)ution of velocity in a cross-section is as follows

(2) _,. = u,,,(1 - 37/-) + 21]:_),



where 71 = y/b, b = (x + xo)tan/L tan/3 = 0.22, x0 = 2.06r0, xi = 8.95r0, um is the local velocity at the jet

axis, xi is the length of initial part of the jet, u0 is the jet velocity (x = 0), r0 is the .jet radius, and ,2 is the

jet expansion angle.

Eqs (1) and (2) are used to compute tile jet profiles prior to their interaction.

Demuren [2] uses an empirical model for tile trajectory of single turbulent jet injected normally into a

cross flow

(3) 9 _ aqt, x
deff

where _2_ _--:-"are coordinates of the jet centerline, the empirical coefficients are chosen as a -- 0.85.
d_yf _ d_i!

2
'Z!m_(,,_ ) , index oc denotes cross flow, and index mb = 0.47, and c = 0.3612], the monlentum flux ratio q = /......

denotes parameters of the impinging jet at t)oint A.

Ill our case the central cold jet remains straight due to the syminetric orientation of heating jets. Thus.

we call consider the cold jet as a cross flow. However, the central jet is not equivalent to a uniform (:ross

flow. Thus the linear Taylor expansion of the at)eve expression is used to (:ompute the coor(tinates of the

axis of tile t)eripheral jet at (tiscrete points (y(i), x(i)) :

Y (i+l) = (_)+a('q t' _ (i) (_+1)- (t) ,(4) d.::

where q = q(u_ (i), p._(i)).

In the at)eve e(luatioll, any of the heating jets is assunled to be a circular turbulent jet injected normally

into the cross flow. Peripheral jets are no longer uniform while they hit the central jet. The effective (tiameter

of a peripheral jet before it impinges into the central jet is not defined. A reasonable guess is d,yf = du.

That suggests consideration of a strean>line tube with the a|)ove mentioned diameter. To compute q, ()lily

the y- coml)onent of a t)eripheral jet is taken into account. The COmlmtations of jet trajectory start at

t)oint A an(t last until the jet intersection at point I (see Figure 1).

The optimal nfixing of jets is assumed to be the case where the t)erit)heral jet reaches the centerline of

the central jet as fast as possible, i.e. deviation fronl its initial direction is small. Clearly, this is not the case

for small c_, where jets are ahnost parallel. Even for large ct, the dense central jet deviates light l)eril)heral

jets.

Figure 2 shows the penetration length, normalized t)y the orifice radius, versus a. These computations

lead to o = 90 ° which correst)onds to the minimum l)enetration length. However, one should take into

account tile large hydraulic resistan(:e that occurs for large o' and (:onsi(l(u" the slope of the curve in Figure 2

rather than its mininmm value. Tim slope is lm'ge for o < 50" an(l small fl)r larger values of a. Thus, taking

(t _ 50 ° is a reasonable compromise between speedy heating an(l ('ompli(:ations of large values of a.

This section offers useful but preliminary analysis of jets' mixing. The CFD results (Sections 4 and

5) show that the central jet develops strong angular non-uniformity in the (y, z) plane. Obviously, this

important process in mixing is not taken into account here. Also, the CFD results supply us with a flowfieht

temperature distribution which is a direct measure of the quality of heating.

3. CFD model.

3.1. Governing equations. The Navier-Stokes equations of gas dynamics with all apl)ropriate model

of turbulence descrit)e the mixing of jets. The system of transt)ort equations is given t)y

) Z + s ,: = 0,
i=1 i=l



where xi, x2, and x3 are Cartesian coordinates, F = UI, [;'2, Ua, k e, C, T are tile main variables, U1, U2, U:_

are veh)city components, k and _ are kinetic energy of tile turbulence and the turbulent dissipation, C is the

mass concentration of material in the central (cold) jet, T is tile temperature, Sr, is the source term, and F

is the transport coefficient. The Standard k - e model [8] is used in this study to predict turbulent transport

when the turbulent viscosity and transport coefficient are given by

F- It_':/
PrF '

(6) lte f f = cl, pk'2 / e,

where q, = 0.09 is the coefficient of the k - e model of turbulence, and Prl: is the Prandtl number fl)r

variable F.

TABLE 1

Prandtl numbers and source terms for governing equations

Variable Prandtl number Source Term

C

T

k

1.

.75

.9

1.

1.3

OP

Ox,

In Table 1, (q = 1.44 and c 2 = 1.92 are coefficients of the k - • model of turtmlence, and Q is the rate

of turbulence energy generation:

(7) (2 = p,:: + - 5kpz_.. .
i,,): I =

For the special case where Mach nmnber M < 0.3, the density is assumed to be independent of pressure. For

nfixing of chenfically inert jets, Eq. (5), with zero source term, is solved for the concentration C of material

in the cold .jet. To satisfy the bomldary conditions, the concentration C is set equal to rarity at tile central

nozzle and equal to zero at the peripheral nozzles. Using the known concentration field, the local density is

computed l)3"

(8) P = CPcold nt- (1 - C)phot,

whore Pcold and Phot are densities of the central and perit)heral jets.

The catalyst partich, s considered are small (less than 2OFt) in terms of their size and mass, therefore,

they are assumed to re(we with zero velocity relative to the gas. Thus, the same concentration field C shows

the spatial distribution of catalyst particles.

Tit(' temperature fiel(l is ('omt)uted 1)3, Eq. (5) with zero som'ce term, where the 1)oml(tary con(litions are

silnilar to those for the concentration field. Still, the coefficients of the PDE for temt)erature are different

fi'om those for concentration as their Pran(ltl numbers are different. Note that the temt)erature field (lees

not affect other g()verning e(lllations.

3.2. Numerical algorithm. We discretize the governing PDEs (5) using a finite volnnle nmthod and

a structured numerical grid. The era'rent w, rsion of the developed comt)uter code includes discretization on



uniformornon-uniformgridsill Cartesiancoordinates.Forsimplicity,wedescribetile unifornlgridversion
here.Thebasicgridis usedfor discretizationof T, C, P. K, and _ governing variables:

a'l(i) = (i- 1)hi, i = 1 .... ,Nj,

x2(j) = -L2 + (j - 1)h2, j = 1,...,A_,

(9) za(k) = -La + (k - 1)ha, k = 1,...,N.a,

where tq = L_/(N_ - 1), h2 = 2L2/(N2 - 1), ha = 2La/(.,\'a - 1) are grid steps, and LI x 2L2 x 2La is

the computational volume. The symmetry of solution is one indicator of the correctness of computer code,

therefore, we do not halve the computational domain by imposing the symmetric boundary conditions unless

it is stated otherwise. Staggered grids are used for discretization of velocity components:

.u(i) = 0.5(x_ (i) + :r_(i - 1)), i = 2 ..... NI

• v(j) = 0.5(x2(j)+x.,(j - 1)), j = 2 .... ,._2

(10) xw(k) = {).5(xa(k) +xa(k - 1)), k = 2 .... ,Na,

where .ru(1) = xl(1) -().Shl,xv(1) = x2(1) - 0.5h_,xu,(1) = xa(1) - 0.5ha, x'u(Nl + 1) = xl(N1) +

0.5/q,xv(_\2 + 1) = x2(N.,) + {).5h2,xw(Na + 1) = x3(Na) + 0.5ha. Grids {x,t,x_,xa}, {xl,xv, xa}, and

{xl, x2,xw} are used for discretization of Lq, L:2,and Ua, respectively. Basic and staggered grids in a 2-

D section are shown in Figure 3. The finite-volume method for discretization of Eq. (5) on any of the

described above mmmrical grids leads to the following set of equations with respect to unknown values of F

in neighboring grid points:

apFp = aNFx + asF,_ + a_:F_c + au'Fu" + aTFT + a,gFB + St.',(11)

where

at, = aE +all" +aN + a g +aT + aB 4-

(pU_), - (pu_),,, (pU.,_),, - (pU.,.)s (pUa), - (pUa)_.
+ +

3;1,_ -- 2:l,w X2,n -- X2,s X3,t -- :r3,b

1 F
elL" -- 7nox(--(pUl )e; 0.5(pUl )e ;0);

2:l,e -- 2171.w XI,E -- :/:l,J r)

1 F
(12) aw - max((pUl ),,,; + 0.5(pUt ),,; 0).

Xl, e -- ,Fl,u, Xl,p -- Xi,ll-

Here indices E, W, N, S, T, B correspond to the immediate neighbors of the l)oint P (see Figure 4). Velocities

in eorresl)onding dire(:tions are coml)uted at mid-i)oints e, w, n, .s, t, b. Formulas for coefficients (IE, aw, a7', (IB

are similar to above tbrmulas fi)r coefficients ax and as. This form of discrete coefficients implies a central

difference second-order scheme while [Pc] _< 2 and a first order upwind scheme otherwise [5], [3], where

Pe = pUAx/F. To comt)ute coefficients (12), the turbulent viscosity and density at the t)oint c are cah:ulated

as the arithmetic average of its values at l)oints E and P. Eqs. (11) with coefficients siinilar to Eqs. (12) are

used to comlmte veh)(:ities on staggered grids.

For computations of the t)ressure field and correction of veh)cities, that are made to satisfy the continuity

equation, Patankar's SIMPLER (Semi-hnplicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Revised) is used [5].

The reduced formulas (11) for veh)cities lead to the folh)wing ext)ressions connecting the velocity and t)ressure

corre(:tions:

I",,
(13) U,'. = (ar, l.L. _ :rl.p)(/e ,



where ae is the coefficient ap for velocity Ut. Tile SIMPLE-type algorithms substitute the above fornmlas

in the continuity equation to form Eq. (11) for the pressure correction. The set of discretized equations for

pressure correction is given by

(14)
i p t i p /

bt,Pr = bNPN + bsPs, + bePe: + bu'Pw + bTPr + +bBPB + St,,,

where

bt, = b?_ + bs + bE + bw + bT + bB;

1 p_
bN =

xl,,, - xl,w aN(xl,e: - xt,p) ;

1 p(i- 1/2)
b_, =

.rl,_, - xj.,_, a+(.q,p - xt,w) ;

,( (pcL,),,,+ (pU..,),,- + - .,(15) b
\ 2' 1 ,¢' -/: I, w :r2,c -- //'2, w d:3. t 2l:3. b /t

After computing the P' fieht, velocity corrections are computed by Eq. (13). SIMPLEI/ employs the

pressure-correction equation only for the task of correcting the velocities and not for the computation of the

pressure feld.

To compute pressure, Eq. (14) is used with coefficients similar to (15), where pseudo-velocities are

used instead of velocities [5]. At each external iteration by all governing equations, the Poisson Eqs. (14)

for pressure and for pressure correction should be solved up to a high level of convergence to ensure the

satisfaction of the continuity equation.

4. Arrangement of nozzles at the reactor's entrance. The reactor is considered as a box with rect-

angular entrance section, equipped with nozzles, impermeable side walls, and open exit. Physical variables

arc normalized by the central nozzle radius, the central jet speed aim its density at the nozzle.

The cohl central jet and hot peripheral jets have initial temperatures Tj_t = 200C and T,.,,, = 1000C,

respectively. In all cases considered, the nozzle gas w_locity of a peripheral jet is equal to that of the central

jet. In Case 7 (two peripheral parallel jets), the radius of the central orifice and each of peripheral orifices

are equal. For a fair comparison, the total mass flux and initial velocity of the peripheral jets are taken the

same for all considered configurations of nozzles. Therefore, the radius of a peripheral nozzle is computed

by:

(16) % = rpo/(0.5Njcos(_t)) °'5,

where rv0 is the radius of a peripheral orifice in Case 7.

Input data for the considered arrangements of nozzles arc, gathered in Table 2. In fact, the difference

between cases is fiflly determined by the boundary conditions at. the entry section. The boundary conditions

at the entr,v cross-section and a section of the numerical grid in (y, z) plane are shown in Figure 5.

The quality of heating of the catalyst particles is estinmted fi'om the particle temperature distrilmtion

at the reactor exit cross-section. This distribution shows the heating rate on average and the uniformity of

heating. The height of a histogram colunm is comtmted by

hi = f.s' put Cdxd.tt(17)

where S is the subset of the cross-section such as Oi-i < 0 < Oi, and 0 = (T - Tj_,t)/(T,,,,, - Tj,.t).



Case

1

2 2.0

3 2.0

4 10.0

5 10.0

6 10.0

7 10.0

TABLE 2

Arrangements of nozzles

Distance, r/r_ Angle, a Number of jets, Ni

5

60

60

3o

60

0

single jet

4

4

4

2

2

2

The first ease corresponds to a single jet heated up by spreading into a hot amt)iance. This case shows

the basic rate of heating for the siml)lest arrangement of the reactor (see Figures 6 and lla). The second

and tile third cases rel)resent the conq)act arrangement of four peril)heral jets taken as ch)se as possible to

the central jet. The former case has ahnost a l)arallel arrangement of jets, whereas in the latter case the

angle between the central and a peripheral jets is equal to 60". Some computational flow fields in tile (z, z)

plane are shown in Figure 7. The co-flowing peripheral and central jets lead to elongation of the high-spee(t

centerline (:ore of the central jet in comparison to the single jet (compare Figm-es 7a and 6). This leads to

slower mixing of the central jet with the ambiance. Although the co-flowing eomponeilt of the t)eripheral

jet speed is halved in the latter ease, the jet elongation is still noticeable in this case (see Figure 7(t). The

concentration and temt)erature fields show the behavior similar to that tbr veh)city (and inomentum) fields

(see Figure 7b,c,e,f).

In turn, this leads to slow mixing of the central jet with the hot gas and the exit teml)erature distribution

of particles is either lower than that for the single jet (Case 2) or only marginally higher (Case 3) (eolnpare

Figure 11a, b, and c).

To reduce the co-flowing effect, the t)erit)heral jet nozzles were placed at some distance from the central

jet (Case 4). This leads to a definite increase of the final particle temt)eratures ((:Oral)are Figure lld to Figure

1 la). However, the distance between the peripheral jet nozzles and the jets' intersection should t)e small in

order to keep the perit)heral jet spee(t. As it was mentioned in the previous Section, the core velocity of the

free jet remains equal to its nozzle velocity while the axial distance from the nozzle is less thai1 l()r0 - 12re

and then it decreases t)rot)ortional to this distance.

To increase the mass and Inomentum flux of a single peripheral jet, configurations with two peripheral

jets are considered (Cases 7, 5, 6) and COml)utational fields are shown in corresponding Figures 8, 9, and 10.

In Case 7"(parallel jets), the inclination of the peril)heral jets towards the central jet occurs only due to the

entrainment of these light hot jets by the dense central cold jet. The difference between the jets' plane and

the nfiddle plane (compare Figure 8a,c to b,d) is slight and the quality of heating is (:lose to that for Case

1. Therefore, the entrainment of light (lie() jets by the d(mse (cold) jet should not be considered as a major

factor of the cold jet heating.

The angular variation of field isolines in (y, z) plane becomes considerably more i)rominent fi)r initially

inclined jets (Cases 5 and 6). The central jet narrows in the t)lane (:r, z), where the perit)heral jets hit it,

and spreads aside in the t)lane (x, y) (see Figures 9 and 10). As ot)posed to the t)revious cases, the heated

particles occupy the entire exit cross-section (see Figures 9d and 10d). The quality of heating is best in Case

6 and second t)est in Case 5 (see Figm'e 11e,f).



5. Offset and side-wall jet configurations. Ill this section we consider peripheral jets with non-

zer¢) total angular monmntunl (Case 8), and t)eripheral jets with o > 90 ° (Case 9) (see Table 3). Two

l)eripheral jets are taken here according to results shown in the previous Section. In order to produce

TA BIA'2 :_

()fisher and side-wall configurations of peripheral nozzles

Case

8

9

10

Coordinates of nozzles (x,y, z) Angle, ct Cross-section (y, z)

(0, 4-ro, +10ro) 60* 20to x 20to

(17.3ro, 0, +20ro) 120 20ro x 20ro

(17.3ro, O, 4-10to) 120 20ro x 10to

angular lnomentum in the central flow, the peripheral nozzles are drilled at distance 4-1r0 from the z axis.

In this case, the angle (t is the angle between a peripheral jet and a horizontal plane that includes the

central cold jet. This configuration of jets leads to slightly better mixing than that in Case 6 (see Figure

12b). The reason for better mixing is the resulting cross-sectional elongation of the central jet along the

diagonal of the cross-section (see Figure 12a). as opposed to elongation in the y direction as in Case 6. The

siml)le geometric ot)servation that the square diagonal is v/2 times lm'ger than the square edge explains the

(tifferen('e in mixing between Cases 8 and 6.

For x _< 3Or0, the rotati(m of the central jet remains small and cannot lead to a sul)stantial increase of

jet mixing.

Next, we investigate Case 9, where the jet intersection angle o = 120 o between the central and a

t)eripheral jets. To make it feasil)le, the t)erit)heral nozzles are drilled through the side wall. For fair

(:Oml)arison to Case 6, the jets are designed to meet at the same axial location. The higher angle hetween

jets (muses better mixing, however, this nozzle arrangement increases the distance a peripheral jet travels

t)efore intersecting the central jet. From geometric consideration, this distance in Case 9 is twice as large

as that in Case 6 (corot)are Figure 13a to Figure 10a). The tradeoff between higher angle of incidence and

smaller maxinmnl local l)eripheral jet velocity may lead to different conclusions about the efficiency of such

an arrangement of jets. Here, the t enq)erature distribution of particles is slightly different from that in Case

6 (corot)are Figure 11f to Figure 13(t). In Case 9, the ainounts of well-heated particles (0.90 < 0 _< 0.95) and

l)oorly heated t)articles (0.7 < 0 _< 0.75) increase at the expense of interme(liately heated particles.

To achieve a slnaller (tistance t)etween a perit)heral jet nozzle and the intersection point (Case 10, Table

3), the cross-section of reactor is changed from a square to a rectangle in such a way that its height was

halved and its width remains the same as in Case 9. Other parameters in Case 10 remain the same as in

Case 9. This cross-sectional shat)e combines the strength of peripheral jets (as their traveling distance is

halved) and provides the available space for st)reading the central jet (as the y-edge remains unchanged).

For these cases we impose synlnletric b()undary conditions at the syminetry planes and conlI)ute a quarter

of the comt)utational volume (see Figure 14). The impact of the peripheral jet on the central jet is stronger

than that in Case 9 (corot)are Figure 14a to Figure 13a). Some particles mix with the reactor ambiance

upstream of the jets' intersection (Figure 14b) because the strong peripheral .jets act as an obstacle to the

central jet and create stagnation-type flow at the (:enterline. The mixing of 1)arti(:les within the reactor

downstream of the jets' intersection occurs through the impact of the crosswise comt)onent of flow on the

side walls an(t the creation of vortices in the cross-sectioil shown in Figure 14c. Intensive mixing leads to an

even heating of partMes (see Figure 14(1).



o°

6. Conclusion. Fast mixing and heating of the central jet occurs in cases with strong angular non-

unif()rmity of the merged jet ill a cross-section (y, z) and wide-spreading of particles. This appears to be a

key process for the aerodynamic mixing of the central jet with the reactor ambiance. Unlike previous studies

with high angular uniforlnity ill a cross-section and use of multiple perit)heral .jets, the maxinmm strength of

each peripheral jet suggests a configuration of two peripheral jets with high intersection angle between the

central and a t)eripheral jets. The optimal distance between peripheral nozzles and the central jet results

from the tradeoff between the strength of a lmripheral jet while it hits the central jet and the co-flowing

effect delaying mixing of the central jet.

Arranging peripheral nozzles ill such a way that the total angular momentum of the peripheral jets

is non-zero helps to control the direction of spread of the central jet and may increase its mixing. Using

counter-flow jets increases the spread-up of the central .jet and requires detailed investigation of the reactor

geometry.

Further studies will be conducted to investigate the effect of cross-section shape and size on mixing.

Possible improvements include variable axial size of cross-section. A small effective diameter of the reactor

cross-section, where peripheral jets hit the central .jet, provides the strength of peripheral jets, whereas

larger reactor cross-section downstream provides the necessary space for elongation of the central jet's cross-

section. Perhal)s, all elliptical cross-section provides the required elongation length ill one direction and a

short distance between the perit)heral nozzles and the central jet ill the other ttirection. To 1)erform this

study, the wall boundary layer model and the ability to handle complex geometries will be incorporated in

the conq)uter code.
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